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Abstract—Typical AAL solutions rely on integrating capabilities for health monitoring, fall detection, communication and social inclusion, supervised physical exercises, vocal interfaces, robotic platforms etc. Ensuring the safe function and quality of service with respect to various extra-functional requirements like timing and security of such AAL solutions is of highest importance. To facilitate analysis, latest system development platforms provide underlying infrastructures for model-driven design (e.g., via the DIME tool), timing and resource-usage specification (e.g., via the REMES tool), security features (e.g., by employing SECube), and statistical model-checking techniques (e.g., via Plasma).

In this paper, we discuss the challenges associated with analyzing complex AAL solutions, from relevant properties to semantic interoperability issues raised by employing various frameworks for modeling and analysis, and applicability to evolving architectures. We take as examples two of the prominent existing AAL architectures and our own prior experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

The worldwide trend towards an ageing demographic is globally making the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) domain a research focus. A worthy AAL solution should offer many functions, e.g., health monitoring, fall detection, social inclusion and connectivity, physical exercise monitoring, physiotherapy support, home monitoring, robotic platform support etc. Apart from these functional attributes, many extra-functional attributes like timeliness, security, resource usage, reliability, etc. are equally important to ensure the success of AAL solutions.

Modern AAL systems are increasingly complex, with many modules that cater for different functionalities and should act in a highly dynamic environment, at the core of IT Connected Health platforms 1. A patchwork of partial solutions across providers has been so far adopted mostly in projects, but never really at a large scale, but the first workable solutions are starting to emerge. Philips’ newly launched HealthSuite platform, for example, is an open, cloud-based platform that collects, compiles and analyzes clinical and other data from a wide range of devices and sources, based on open APIs. Its computational core, CareCatalyst1, enhances collaborative care between healthcare consumers and healthcare providers by collecting and connecting data across the health ecosystem including PHR, Consumer and Medical Devices, and EMRs.

Ensuring correctness, security, safety, and proper real-time behavior of AAL systems is of utmost importance as they need to tackle many critical scenarios that can even result in life loss if mismanaged. For instance, fall incidents of elderly people are critical indicators also of other conditions, and may even lead to death if proper aid is not given within a prescribed time and proper follow-up is not provided. In case of a fall event, the AAL system should raise a fall alarm and inform the care givers, potentially in an escalation chain, to guarantee that adequate care will be given in due time.

In our research experience, architectures, development frameworks, and tools play a significant role in the application of our research to AAL projects. In this paper, we reconsider our experience so far, including diverse prominent examples of AAL architectures (Section II), system design and development platforms (Section III), and analysis and verification tools (Section IV). As we employ a wide variety of tools, mostly in subsets according to our expertise, we observe that their interoperability by syntactic and semantic compatibility is essential for performing proper verification of critical functionalities. In Section V we provide a conceptual sketch for the integration of the design and analysis methods and tools, to exploit synergies and complementarities. In this way, we wish to provide a holistic and well-rounded design and analysis platform that uses the tools listed in the following sections, and ensures the needed syntactic and semantic compatibility.

II. AAL ARCHITECTURES FOR ANALYSIS

The many challenges associated with the analysis of AAL solutions span the scope of model-driven design (MDD) (e.g., via the DIME [1] tool), timing and resource-usage specification (e.g., via REMES language [2]), security features (e.g., using SECube [3]), and statistical model-checking techniques (e.g., via Plasma [4]). To facilitate the discussion, we refer to two concrete AAL architectures, a cloud-based one and a service-oriented one, both sharing a set of functional and extra-functional aspects (e.g., timing, resource-usage, security
A. Analysis and comparison

The design aspects that deserve consideration and proper analysis for both architectures are as follows.

a) Resource usage: In the centralized ESS-H cloud-based solution, the Decision Support System associated with the cloud server takes the intelligent decisions. In contrast, the service-oriented architecture foresees multiple agent systems, with all the agents collaborating to deliver the required intelligent decisions. In both cases, resource-usage analysis is relevant for the design and implementation stages. For instance, in the distributed case each agent is basically a processor with its own memory, so a feasibility analysis should ensure that the required memory for each agent does not exceed the provided one. Similarly, a proper load balancing when distributing computing tasks among agents requires a CPU usage analysis of each agent.

The communication protocol choice is a further crucial dimension on which the success of any AAL system largely depends. While the cloud-based AAL solution leaves space for a flexible choice, for the distributed MAS-based architecture the inter-agent communication protocol choice is restricted to Agent Communication Languages (ACL), hence bandwidth can become a constraint if large amounts of data need to be transmitted between agents.

b) Security: Security properties, e.g., protecting sensitive medical data or ensuring authorized access to data by a third party, are essential extra-functional features for any AAL solution. Since the information flow in the cloud-based AAL solution is centralized, one can intuitively argue that it is easier to encrypt and protect the data from unauthorized third party attacks: there, each agent should incorporate a security aspect of its own in order to be safe in cases of third party attacks.

c) Real-time properties: An AAL system should guarantee known real-time performance even in a highly dynamic environment. Many functionalities, like the health parameters variations, falls etc., need immediate assistance from caregivers. They are thus hard real-time, that is, the respective deadlines and other timing constraints must be met. In the distributed agent-based system, communication and synchronization between the agents adds time overheads when taking a decision after a critical event, therefore real-time property
analysis is a must to still guarantee timely operation.

**d) Fault tolerance and Reliability:** Fault tolerance has a strict connection with reliability that refers to how long the system can deliver its desired functionality successfully. The centralized cloud-based AAL architecture has a higher single point of failure risk, hence essential units need to be replicated in order to ensure reliability. The inherently distributed MAS architecture should be less exposed to fault tolerance risks due to the distribution of functionalities.

Modern AAL architectures are highly complex systems and provide continuous multi-functionality support that is time and quality critical. To design, represent, analyze, and then guarantee the various aspects of functions and quality of service outlined above, we envision the use of a multitude of tools specialized to support design and analysis for such properties. This tool landscape however needs to work coherently, and be semantically interoperable.

In the following section we present the design platform that one could consider for developing AAL solutions with the user-in-the-loop, to which various existing tools can be added to achieve the analysis along the various dimensions mentioned above.

**III. Design Platforms: Design and Analysis with Living Models**

In the modern connected world, agile and prototype-driven design is rapidly emerging as the paradigm of choice for the co-creation of applications and systems that really serve the needs of the users and healthcare practitioners. In contrast to the traditional software development process, collaborative approaches that include AAL users and professionals in the co-production of executable models do not start with a lengthy analysis to produce textual specifications, distinct and detached from the design and implementation. Agile design platforms allow action-based design from inception, involving the user/application expert continuously throughout the whole systems’ life-cycle. Developing systems with the eXtreme Model-Driven Development (XMDD) paradigm [6], [7], for example, adopts a user-in-the-loop and expert-in-the-loop model-driven philosophy that works by successively enriching and refining a single artefact that is a rich multi-aspect and multi-faceted formal and executable model, as in the One-Thing Approach (OTA) [8].

Fig. 3 shows the service logic of a noise and face recognition application for the AAL Smart Home showcased at the CeBIT 2009 and IFA 2009. This lightweight nighttime surveillance system has been designed in collaboration with a residential care home for dementia patients. In this design approach application models are at the center of the design activity and first class entities of the global system design process.

**Domain specific libraries** of models establish a design language familiar to both IT and non-IT stakeholders, where building blocks are (elementary) units of behavior rather than software components. In this example, the top level model handles emergencies by 1) analyzing and classifying the noises that microphones capture in the surveilled rooms, detecting anomalies, and 2) switching on a camera and notifying the nurse in charge, in case of peril or inconclusive classification.

To recognize the people in the room, it 3) compares the image to a database of known potential individuals (patients, staff, family members) and sends an appropriate message or alarm to the nurse in charge.

Systems are specified by **model assembly**. Here we use **orchestration** in each model, **hierarchy** for behavioral refinement, and **configuration** as composition techniques. The top level model includes in this example three submodels, one for the noise recognition, one for the face recognition, and one for the situation profile handling and action matching (i.e., what to do in which case).

Knowledge and requirements are expressed as **properties**, via constraints formulated in an automatically verifiable fashion. Actually, some of the constraints happen to be domain-independent, and already taken care of at design time by the jABC or more recently DIME [1] design environment.

Here, this covers both the functional correctness of each model element (Action), but also the patterns of usage inside processes and workflows, i.e., behavioral constraints expressed in temporal logics (typically CTL and LTL) and verified by model checking.

As our models are immediately executable, first in animation mode that proposes a walk through the system, then with real code (for simulation or for implementation), they are enactable from the very beginning. Hence the "living models" name [8] that distinguishes them from the usual software design models, which are purely descriptive and illustrative, and do not provide immediate feedback on their own. In most cases, such models get refined in this style until the atomic actions get implemented, in source code or reusing previous assets like a database, components via an API, or services. In this case, there is no inherent design/implementation gap between the initial prototype and the final product: the finished
running system is co-created incrementally along the design process, and grows from the model through prototypes into the fully implemented and running system.

To design the system behavior, we use domain-appropriate design tools like DIME [1], a Cinco [9] product that is adequate for the design of web-based applications, as most AAL applications are. The XMDD design approach is however so far architecture-agnostic, and its property support is geared towards workflow-style properties easily expressible in Computation Tree Logic (CTL) for model checking with the GEAR [10] game-based model checker for modal mu-calculus, and in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) for workflow (i.e., subprocess) synthesis with the PROPHETS plugin [11]. Timing properties, resources, and stochastic behavior could and should be added by a proper integration with REMES IDE [12], an environment that provides automated support to the resource-aware modeling and analysis in the REMES [2] language, UPPAAL model checker [13], and Plasma tools [4]. Also, architecture-awareness might be a useful addition, especially in case of distribution, which often leads to feature interaction problems. We have seen in the past how incremental formalization [14] turned out beneficial in managing interferences in telecommunication platforms[15]. We expect the connected healthcare aspect of AAL to share many traits with those applications, thus profiting from that experience in evolution-friendly design.

IV. STATISTICAL MODEL CHECKING AND AAL

In the context of motion planning for assisted living [16], [17], the Plasma Lab platform for Statistical Model checking (SMC) was integrated with robotic devices in the DALi and ACANTO EU projects. There, a novel online motion planning application of SMC helps those with impaired ability to negotiate complex crowded environments like shopping malls and museums. While DALi is focused on helping a single user reach a number of specific locations, ACANTO concerns therapeutic activities of groups of users, where group cohesion, social interaction, and exercise are the metrics of interest.

In the basic system architecture shown in Fig. 4, sensors like fixed cameras and cameras on robotic devices locate fixed and moving objects in the environment. A predictive stochastic model of human motion (the “social force model”) constructed from this information is used to generate plausible future trajectories of all the detected moving agents, given initial deviations from their current trajectories. After hypothesizing different initial directions, Plasma Lab estimates the probability that future trajectories will satisfy path constraints and objectives expressed in temporal logic. The best deviation is suggested to the user.

In Fig.5, a user (the rectangle) walking to the next local waypoint (green dot) in straight line (in red) would with high probability collide with other pedestrians (circles), whose position and velocity are indicated by vectors. By making a deviation to the user’s trajectory (dashed red line), Plasma Lab predicts that the pedestrians will avoid each other with high probability (shaded areas).

The planner can include additional constraints like desired zones for the pedestrian (e.g., “keep within 5 minutes walk from a restroom”), undesired zones to avoid, and anomalies like temporary obstacles over the path. The global planner starts from a pre-calculated global plan that visits the user’s objectives in an a priori optimal way, considering all things known in advance, and calculates a local way point w as the user’s point of greatest straight line progress along the global plan within the sensor range.

Then, the motion planner assumes the user will follow the global plan, but needs to temporarily deviate to avoid collisions. A short term planning algorithm uses SMC to suggest a deviation to the user’s direct path.

A. Plasma Lab: a Statistical Model Checking platform

SMC is based on the notion that sample runs of a stochastic system are drawn according to the distribution defined by the system, and can therefore be used to estimate the probability measure on executions. The properties that we handle by such approach include BLTL [18], a bounded version of LTL.

Plasma is a compact, efficient and flexible SMC platform that offers a series of SMC algorithms, including classical SMC algorithms and specialized ones for rare events. Being a platform, Plasma is designed for API-based integration of external simulators, input languages, and SMC algorithms.
This ability reduces the effort of integrating new algorithms and allows us to create direct plugin interfaces with industry-used specification tools, without using extra compilers, for example with Simulink.

V. AN ENCOMPASSING SYNERGETIC APPROACH

As just described, many dimensions of analysis and verification cooperate to ensure the high quality of AAL solutions. At each level, the one or other platform, approach, or tool offers means to express, check, or enforce some characteristics of the system under design that are crucial to a high quality AAL solution. Our proposal is to join forces and combine the strengths of each approach into an integrated design and verification platform with strong holistic description and validation capabilities. For each dimension, we sketch the possible synergies and how we envisage to achieve them.

a) Design and Functional Correctness: We can analyze functional properties by model checking behavioral models like, e.g., in DIME, and synthesize functionally correct sub-models with PROPHETS. We use CTL and LTL, respectively, directly on our behavioral models. At the metamodel level, we can formulate correctness criteria in Cinco and ensure that the tool generated from that Cinco model (e.g., DIME) will automatically enforce model compliance to them.

Probabilistic properties can be covered via SMC through Plasma Lab [4], most likely using it as a plugin to a design environment like DIME or REMES. In fact, the PLASMA API and plugin-based architecture makes it easy to add new simulators, checkers, or algorithm components. This is compatible with both the Cinco tool generation philosophy and the DIME design environment: the PLASMA GUI is itself created using the Cinco metamodeling environment [19].

Functionalities can also be mapped to REMES models, achieving a design environment that coherently integrates at the model level the different aspects to describe, and then validates and tests the systems underlying the AAL solutions.

b) Security, Privacy, Confidentiality: Security is layered inside the activities, at the model level, and at the global level including the run-time environment.

Equipping the system with security features via the security Domain Specific Language and security processes [20] offered by the SEcube security design platform [3] is an attractive possibility, especially as SEcube is already integrated with DIME. We can map also privacy and confidentiality to general temporal logic properties once we have a role model (e.g., as RBAC) [1] and a characterization of the security primitives. If the properties are probabilistic, the SMC capabilities can again be used.

The entire SEcubeTM platform is ready to support security-agnostic application designers in their need to add security aspects to their models, by leveraging predefined abstract security primitives, which they might theoretically not even know nor understand in detail, as in [21]. For these reasons, DIME includes by design the support of properties and model manipulations that are foundational for the OTA-based XMDD. DIME focuses on application experts, who are typically non programmers, and its versatility is a key characteristic.

c) Performance and Real-time properties: The hard real-time constraints of AAL solutions can be analyzed in our integrated framework by model checkers like UPPAAL [13], a state-of-the-art tool for verifying real-time systems. End-to-end deadlines, response times and synchronization constraints can be encoded as (timed) CTL properties and model checked with UPPAAL, assuming the model of the system as a network of timed automata.

PLASMA can be used through its GUI, but also via the command line or embedded in other software as a library. The PLASMA GUI itself created using the Cinco metamodeling environment [19], supports its use as a standalone SMC with multiple ’drop-in’ modeling languages, and provides an SMC engine and a source template to create custom simulator classes. A plugin system makes adding a simulator, a checker or an algorithm component pretty straightforward. To benefit from massive distribution of the simulations, the PLASMA API provides generic methods to define distribution algorithms. We have used these functionalities to distribute large number of simulations over a computer grid 2.

REMES is already integrated with UPPAAL, and the latter can also be added to DIME, and easily interfaced with Plasma via a dedicated plugin.

d) Resource Analysis: Resource guarantees and optimizations are kept as much as possible distinct from design issues, in order to maintain information on the structure and the design decisions independent of the considerations that lead to a particular optimized implementation.

Resource-related properties of AAL solutions, like CPU, bandwidth and memory usage, can be expressed and analyzed in REMES (REsource Model for Embedded Systems) [2], [12], which is a resource-aware behavioral language of interacting components, called modes, which communicate with one another and the environment via shared variables. Each of the considered abstract resources, that is, memory, CPU, energy, bandwidth, have a dedicated type in the language: mem, CPU, eng, bdw, respectively. The semantics of REMES modes is given in terms of (priced) timed automata, so feasibility analysis as well as optimal and worst-case resource usage of various AAL solutions can be checked as (weighted) computation tree logic properties with the UPPAAL suite.

In the future, one could equip the DIME models with the ability to express resource models and characteristics as in the REMES model, in order to also encompass resource-aware behavior, and be able to reason about possible trade offs between quality-of-service attributes of AAL solutions.

e) Fault tolerance and Reliability: The reliability of an AAL solution for a specified period of time under specified environmental conditions can be modeled probabilistically in Plasma or UPPAAL SMC (Statistical Model Checker) [22], and the probability of successful operation can be checked by

2https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/documentation/tutorial/igrida-experimentation/
hypothesis testing with Plasma for untimed models, and with UPPAAL SMC for timed models, or estimated via probability evaluation.

UPPAAL SMC can be interfaced with Plasma for statistical analysis of complex timed models, and with REMES to provide statistical model checking of resource-related properties. Replicated AAL models can be abstracted into networks of stochastic timed/hybrid automata that can be statistically model checked to analyze fault tolerance.

f) Evolution and Tools Interoperability: Changes in models and properties are inevitable for dynamic AAL systems, to which a new health service can be added at a later time, or hardware can be replaced depending on the user’s needs. Such changes need to be supported by a potential integrated framework for modeling and analyzing AAL systems.

In DIME, system changes (e.g., upgrades, customer-specific adaptations, new versions) occur only, or at least primarily, at the model level, with a subsequent global re-verification, and re-compilation (or re-synthesis, in the future). Evolution can be handled in REMES by depicting intra- and inter-component dependencies via dependency analysis [23] that traces the impact of some modification in the model. Smooth changes are facilitated by tools interoperability, which means that we can exchange model artefacts between tools.

Moreover, in order to ensure semantic compatibility between the involved tools (DIME, SECube, REMES, UPPAAL and Plasma), that is, guarantee that a model preserves the original execution semantics from one tool to the other, we might need to define a “semantic translator” that implements the model-to-model translations based on a mapping metamodel, either in a constructive way as in Cinco or in a transformational manner [24].
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